The Haunting
by Natasha Preston
YF Preston
On Halloween, a copycat killer may be stalking a town still reeling from murders that took place one year earlier.

The Book of Living Secrets
by Madeleine Roux
YF Roux
Excited to enter the world of a gothic romance they have been obsessed with for years, best friends Adelle and Connie are instead faced with unspeakable horrors and must rewrite their own ending to survive.

Find Him Where You Left Him Dead
by Kristen Simmons
YF Simmons
Summoned by the ghost of Ian—the friend they left for dead—Owen, Madeline, Emerson, and Dax must restart the deadly game they never finished in order to bring Ian home.

House of Ash and Bone
by Joel A. Sutherland
YF Sutherland
Josephine is a talented writer with special abilities she doesn’t fully understand. Over the years she has developed methods to cope with the voices she hears in her head, but the old house her family has inherited in Vermont makes her question what’s real and what’s not.

Burn Down, Rise Up
by Vincent Tirado
YF Tirado
When an urban legend rumored to trap people inside subway tunnels seems to be behind mysterious disappearances in the Bronx, Raquel and her friends team up to save their city—and confront a dark episode in its history in the process.

The Cherished
by Patricia Ward
YF Ward
Inheriting her estranged grandmother’s house, land, and a letter with sinister demands, Jo is faced with a chilling mystery, one that must be solved at any cost, while being stalked by a deadly enemy that cannot be seen.

Harvest House
by Cynthia Leitich Smith
YF Smith
Hughie Wolfe and his friends set out to discover the truth when strange things start happening at night near a new, supposedly haunted, rural attraction, including a creepy man stalking young Indigenous women.

Direwood
by Catherine Yu
YF Yu
In this 1990s gothic horror, Aja encounters a charming vampire who wants to lure her into the woods—just like her missing sister.
The Bad Ones
by Melissa Albert
When her estranged best friend Becca goes missing, Nora follows coded messages Becca left for her to unravel, leading Nora to a legendary goddess who played a role in their own childhood games.

Together We Rot
by Skyla Arndt
Wil’s mom has been missing for over a year and the police are ready to call the case closed—they claim she skipped town and you can’t find a woman who wants to disappear. But she knows her mom wouldn’t just leave.

You're Not Supposed To Die Tonight
by Kalynn Bayron
Recreating scenes from a classic slasher film for a full-contact terror game, Charity Curtis, who plays the “final girl” at Camp Mirror Lake, finds her role turning all too real.

The Black Girl Survives in This One: Horror Stories
by Desiree S. Evans
Featuring contributions from bestselling and acclaimed authors, this thought-provoking collection of 15 terrifying tales centers around Black girls who are heroes and survivors who slay monsters, battle spirits, and face down death.

Holly Horror
by Michelle Jabáes Corpora
When teenage Evie moves with her mother and brother to a new home known by locals as the Horror House, where a teen mysteriously vanished without a trace many years ago, she becomes haunted by a terrifying bonneted specter.

Funeral Songs for Dying Girls
by Cherie Dimaline
To save her father’s job at the crematorium and the only home she’s ever known, Winifred and her con-artist cousin start offering ghost tours until Winifred meets an actual ghost who causes her to question everything she believes about life, love, and death.

Too Scared To Sleep
by Andrew Duplessie
A collection of spooky short stories. Includes a garbage disposal that feeds on flesh, a beloved stuffed rabbit that cooks up your parents, and more!

The Lake House
by Sarah Beth Durst
Arriving at an off-the-grid summer camp with two other girls only to discover a blackened, burned husk of a lodge and a dead body in the woods, Claire soon realizes they are being hunted by something that refuses to let them leave.

A Place for Vanishing
by Ann Fraistat
Moving into her mother’s childhood home for a fresh start, Libby, recently diagnosed with bipolar III, discovers the house disguises a sinister past and the truth can be found in the masks hidden throughout the property.

The Girls Are Never Gone
by Sarah Glenn Marsh
Dare doesn’t believe in ghosts. But as the host of a brand-new paranormal investigation podcast, she knows to keep her doubts to herself if she wants to win over listeners.

The Kill Factor
by Ben Oliver
A contestant on a new game show offering young criminals the chance at freedom and a cash prize, Emerson desperately needs the money to save her family, but little does she know that winning is her only chance at survival because losing means death.

Bittersweet in the Hollow
by Kate Pearsall
When a girl goes missing in her secluded town, Linden, who can taste other people’s emotions, recovers memories of her own disappearance and explores the legend of the Moth-Winged Man, leading her to wonder if there are some secrets best left buried.